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	Event: Junior National Qualifer presented by Aspirus, 5km/10km Classic Sunday, Dec. 22nd, Greenwood Hills, Wausau, WI. 
	Forecast: Friday: High of 21F, Low of 13F at night, 30-50% chance of light snow showers in the morningSaturday: 15F at race start, 23F at noon. 96% relative humidity at start dropping to 81% at noon. Cloudy. Light wind at 2 mphSunday: 18F at race start, 19F at noon,. 92% relative humidity at start, dropping to 84% at noon. 30-50% chance of light snow showers in the morning. Light wind at 11 mph
	Structure: With temperatures having been slightly on the cold side and forecast of some new snow race for Sunday, I'm recommending structure to be towards the lighter (Medium Cold) side.The Swix Roller (T0423) with the .75mm linear roller (T0423075G) would be appropriate for skating. Classic racers should use the 1 mm linear roller (T0423075G), as there will be more moisture in the tracks.Apply structure from tip to tail, after final scraping and brushing.
	Glide Wax: Classic 5km/10km, Sunday:Base Layer – Apply 1 layer of CH6 or LF6 to harden base for the new snow.Glide wax - HF6. Apply 1 layer, let cool, scrape and brush. Top coat - FC7 Cera F Powder.  Apply and iron in at 160C, moving iron quickly over ski base from tip to tail.  Let cool, brush out with Wild Boar or Horsehair brush then polish with Blue Nylon brush.  Note- FC7WS Cold Turbo Solid, roto-fleeced and brushed out is also an option.
	Kick Wax: Sand kick zone with #100 grit paper attached to a sanding block, being careful to only sand in kick zone.Apply a thin zone of VG35 binder and iron in using a designated kick wax iron.After the VG35 binder has cooled. apply a layer of V40 Blue Extra and iron this in too. Let cool.Apply 3-5 more thin layers of VR30, in a 'pyramid' corresponding to shape of kick wax pocket. Cork each layer smooth. Last layer should be full length of kick zoneBring along VR40 in case more kick is required. But try more layers of VR30 or waxing 'longer' first, before switching to the warmer VR40.


